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FEEDING OF GOLDEN-MANTLED GI)UND SQUIRRELS BY PARK VISITORS

AT CRATER LAKE NATIONAL PARK

ABSTRACT: Interaction between the golden-mantled ground squirrel and park

visitors at a highly visited portion of the Rim Village area of Crater Lake

National Park was studied. Observations were made of the total number of

visitors entering the area, age, sex, and group caiposition of visitors who fed

the squirrels, type of food offered, hc,' long visitors fed the squirrels, and

whether the feeders were themselves eating or taking pictures of the squirrels.

Approximately half of those visitors feeding squirrels were under the age of

twenty. The effectiveness of signs in deterring visitor feeding was studied. A

sign stressing the danger to humans of bubonic plague was twice as effective in

deterring feeding as one eriphasizing the welfare of the squirrel, and the latter

sign was twice as effective in deterring feeding as having no sign at all.

Introduction

America's national parks have been set aside for the dual purposes of

preserving the park' s plants, animals, and natural features and for providing

for the enjoyment of those features by the general public. For many, if not

itst park visitors, caning into contact with a park' s wildlife is a major goal

of their visit. For sara, this desire to interact with park wildlife leads the

visitor to feed certain animals which shcM a willingness to approach them. To

these individuals it seems "only natural" to feed animals wherever they find

them (Figure 1). Indeed, their inclination to do so is encouraged by some

zoological and wildlife parks, both public and private.

For the past several decades, at least, the feeding of wildlife by visitors

to national parks has increasingly been considered a problem by many National
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Visitors to Crater Lake National Park can see the beautiful deep blue lake and make friends with the golden mantled
ground squirrels.

Figure 1. An exaitle of the public perception of an appropriate interaction
with the golden-mantled ground squirrel at Crater Lake National Park, as
portrayed in a coloring book for sale at the concession gift shop at Rim

Village.



Park Service personnel. Those aspects of the animal feeding problem which are

rtst catnonly voiced bj the Park Service are the potential harm to wildlife, the

threat to human health, and the damage which high-density wildlife populations

can incur on local vegetation and soil. Although the Park Service has a

prohibition and a fine ($25.00) against wildlife feeding, such feeding continues

at a seemingly unabated rate in many areas. In the Pacific Northwest, the

feeding of wildlife, particularly the golden-mantled ground squirrel

(Sperrrqhi1lus lateralis), ccirnonly occurs and is perceived to be a problem in

at least three Park Service units: Crater Lake National Park, Olynpic National

Park, and Oregon Caves National Monurrent.

Crater Lake National Park provides an excellent exanple of the park visitor-

ground squirrel problem. While other animals, especially the Clark 's nutcracker

(Nucifraga columbiaria), are sc*retirres the recipient of food handouts frcnt park

visitors, casual observation indicates that the ground squirrel is the object of

over three-fourths of the total wildlife feeding in the park. At Crater Lake

National Park, ground squirrels are highly concentrated in the Rim Village area

(Figure 2). Here, Huestis (1951) found their density to be 23 per acre within a

3-acre tract, in an environrrent which Gordon (1943) stated should support five

squirrels per acre under natural conditions. Not coincidentally, it is this sane

Rim Village area where the greatest concentration of park visitors also occurs.

Observations shci that 90% of the traffic entering the park fran the south enters

the Rim Village area and that 74% of the traffic entering the park fran the north

enters the area (Shelby and Wolf 1981).

At the request of the park, which was preparing an integrated pest

rnanagerrent plan for the ground squirrel at Rim Village in 1983, and out my

n developing interest in the problem while serving as a seasonal naturalist

there, a study of visitor interaction with squirrels was undertaken during the
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1983 sunirer season. The study's purpose was to characterize the feeding activity

occurring in the Rim Village area and to evaluate ways by which human behavior

might be rrodified so as to reduce this activity.

Statement of Problem

Human Health Hazard

To park managers, the primary problem of the golden-mantled ground squirrel

presence at Rim Village in Crater Lake National Park is the threat to human

health. This threat is twofold: 1) the squirrel's presence in food preparation

areas of the park concession at Rim Village contributes to unsanitary conditions,

and 2) the squirrels potentially carry such diseases as bubonic plague, Rocky

Mountain spotted fever, and relapsing fever, diseases which can be transmitted to

humans either directly or through fleas and ticks which often infest the

squirrels (Jarvis 1983a). The managers of Crater Lake National Park seem

especially sensitive to these health problems because of the 1977 outhreak of a

serious influenza-type illness which was traced to the contamination of the

park' s water supply and resulted in the unprecedented closure of the park to the

public for a nonth-long period during the height of the visitor-use season.

All food service and lodging facilities at Crater Lake National Park can be

found in the Rim Village area (Figure 2). It is this sane area which

artificially supports what is probably the greatest concentration of

golden-mantled ground squirrels found in the park. This squirrel, unlike rrost

other species of the park's wildlife, becciTes readily conditioned to the presence

of humans. According to Huestis (1951), young squirrels becate accustated to the

presence of man within a f days after energence, even to the point of later

eating directly fran a person's hand. The squirrel's lack of timidity in

entering the cafeteria, dining room, and food-preparation areas at Rim Village
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has been of considerable concern to park managerrnt (Jarvis 1983a). It is a

particularly camon occurrence for squirrels to be scrounging around and begging

for food in the dining rcyn of Crater Lake Lodge. In these and other facilities,

park visitors and concession errplc'ees often succorfib to the tenptation to

experience the park's wildlife by feeding and/or touching this "cute" rodent.

The presence of the ground squirrels in Crater Lake's food-service facilities has

often been noted as a deficiency in the health standards of the concession

operation (Jarvis 1983a).

At the present tixre the greatest disease potential with regard to the

ground squirrels at Crater Lake is the possibility that bibonic plague might be

transmitted to park visitors. Rodents of all types, including ground squirrels,

are natural carriers of plague, a bacteria Pasteurella pestis (Eskey 1938;

Oregon State Health Division no date). Rodents may transmit plague to other

animals and, on rare occasions, to man. The disease may be contracted

either by the bite of an infected flea which has lived on the rodent or by

direct contact with the tissue or fluid from an infected animal (Oregon State

Health Division no date). Rodents do not necessarily die frcxn the disease, and

it is only a short tirre before a rodent ' s death that plague can be transmitted

to a flea. Even when a flea contracts the disease, there is less than a 10%

chance that it will transmit the disease to another organism (Eskey 1938).

While the golden-mantled ground squirrel is certainly capable of carrying

plague, none of the 236 squirrels examined by the Oregon Departrrent of Health

between 1960 and 1979 had fleas which were plague-positive (Jarvis l983a).

Nevertheless, over the past decade, an increase in the presence of plague

in Oregon has resulted in an increased transmission of the disease to

carnivores and iran. Of 424 carnivores sarrpled from around the state in 1978,

17% were found to have the disease. The highest incidence (46%) of



plague-positive carnivores occurred in Kiamath County (Oregon State Health

Division 1978), wherein lies rrost of Crater Lake National Park. While

carnivores pose little threat to humans, the occurrence of plague aiong them

indicates a high incidence of plague-infested rodents in Kiamath County. Even

though plague so far has not been a problem at Crater Lake, the potential for

the disease is high (Jarvis 1983b). Oregon's first reported human death fr

plague occurred in 1934 (Oregon State Health Division no date). Since that tine,

two of the four cases of plague in Oregon which have resulted in death have

occurred in Kiarnath County. Both of these deaths have taken place since 1980,

the nost recent being that of a nine-year old boy in Kiarriath Falls in June, 1983

(Forbes 1983; Jarvis 1983a).

Damage to Vegetation and Soil

The high population density of ground squirrels in the Rim Village area

not only results in a greater potential health threat to the area, but also

contributes to the loss of vegetation cover and soil. In s National Park

Service areas, such as Lafayette Park in Washington, D. C., the high population

density of squirrels has caused extensive damage to flci.ers and trees (Manski et

al. 1981). While these types of damage have not been docurrented at Crater Lake,

one can observe sizeable areas where squirrels are found burrcwing which are

devoid of vegetation.

At Crater Lake the nost damaging effect of squirrel burroiing in the Rim

Village area has been in reduced soil stability of the inner caldera wall. In

contrast to what their small size might lead one to expect, golden-mantled

ground squirrels have burrcws which may extend over 100 feet in length. The

width of squirrel tunnels varies fran about two to four inches, and their depth

averages six inches belo' the soil surface (Huestis 1951). The problems caused

by the ground squirrels tunnel network is greatly conounded along the inner
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caldera wall at Rim Village both by the high density of the squirrels in the

area and by the slope of the wall, which exceeds 30 degrees. This steep slope

causes squirrels scurrying across the caldera wall to set rocks into notion,

which results in further dcin-s1ope erosion (Evans 1932). Whatever the source,

the severity of the erosion in the Rim Village area has caused the Park Service

to itove back by several feet a rock wall used to keep visitors at a safe

distance frtt the caldera edge. The instability and steepness of the caldera

wall, canbined with the attraction of the squirrels, have given park managers an

additional safety concern in that park visitors cross the rock wall and a few

proceed unsafely down the inner caldera slope to get closer to or further

investigate the squirrels.

Philosophical Considerations

An additional aspect of the human-squirrel interaction at Crater Lake is

the problem caused by artificial feeding of the squirrels. This aspect of the

problem is rrost vigorously articulated by the park's naturalist staff, and it

has both a biological and philosophical caiponent. One point which is often

voiced is that feeding of the squirrels makes them dependent on humans for their

food. Such food is not always available when needed, being affected by such

factors as the weather and the fact alnrst all animal feeding in the park seems

to occur during a t-to-three-mDnth period during the middle and late surrrner.

It is feared that the squirrels will lose or never gain the ability to forage on

their cy.in for natural foods. According to Gordon (1943), the natural diet for

the golden-mantled ground squirrel consists of seeds, berries, leaves, floqers,

bulbs, a variety of insects, young birds and eggs, and carcasses. An additional

concern is that such foods as popcorn, ice cream, and potato chips, which are

often fed the squirrels, are not nutritionally good for them. It is also

believed that much human food cached by the squirrels will deccitpose



considerably faster than natural foods.

Fran a philosophical point of view, the National Park Service has for the

last several decades beeen emphasizing the importance of maintaining biotic

populations in the parks in as unaltered condition as possible. This philosophy

has expressed itself with the Crater Lake National Park staff in several ways,

and the feeding of bears, small rnaxrrnals, birds, and other wildlife is nor

actively discouraged.

Airong the earliest examples of the National Park Service philosophy

regarding the feeding of animals is a volurt published by the agency in 1932

entitled Fauna of the National Parks of the United States (wright et al.

1933). The authors suggest the fol1aing three policies for the interaction

between animals and park visitors:

1) That presentation of the animal life of the parks to the public
shall be a wholly natural one.

2) That no animal shall be encouraged to becane dependent upon man
for its support.

3) That problerr of injury to the persons of visitors or to their
property or to the special interests of man in the park, shall be
solved by mathods other than those involving the killing of the
animals or interfering with their normal relationships, where this
is at all practicable (wright et al. 1933, 148).

As implied in the atove policies, the authors believe the problem of wildlife

feeding is not a wildlife problem; it is a people problem. The authors state

that visitors look at animals in national parks as they do animals in zoos.

They state that it is the duty of the naturalist branch of the Park Serivce to

praTote a "rtore sophisticated" idea of man-wildlife interaction, leading people

f ran the "paler pleasure of feeding sernidanesticated animals by band" to the

"greater fascination of (observing) wildlife in nature" (wright et al. 1933,

80). They note that such educating of the public might take "several years"

(Wright et al. 1933, 70).

I



Interestingly, such policies were not adopted at Crater Lake National Park

until at least the mid-1950s. FrQn the l93Os until the early 1950s, articles

appearing in Crater Lake Nature Notes clearly shod that park naturalists and

other park employees were not discouraging the feeding or touching of wildlife,

at least not the go1den-rrntled ground squirrel. Park rangers even contributed

to the feeding of the squirrels (Day 1931). Feeding which occurred at Rim

Village was stated to be an important part of visitors' park experiences (Day

1931; Clark 1932). Peanuts were apparently the rrost cainn item used, but it

was also discovered that the squirrels liked everything fran bacon and pancakes

to waternelon and fig bars (Gordon 1943). Sc of the squirrels were so well

liked that they were given naxrs (Day 1931; Clark 1932). A regulation against

capturing the squirrels arid and taking them hone for pets was only sporadically

enforced (Day 1931; Huestis 1951). According to Huestis (1951), a biology

professor and long-tine seasonal naturalist at the park, "a certain number" of

squirrels were captured and often kept successfully for several years by both

park visitors and employees.

By 1960 park naturalists discouraged the feeding of the ground squirrels,

but it was not a very active discouragenent (pers. carin., Bruce Bladk, forner

Chief Naturalist, Crater Lake National Park, May 22, 1984). At least ten years

ago, park managers began erecting signs at Rim Village informing visitors of the

regulation against feeding squirrels and all park animals. These signs were

located close to the current study site (pers. catin., Nancy Jarrell, seasonal

naturalist, Crater Lake National Park, August, 1983). In recent years, the

regulation against feeding squirrels has been Vigorsly enforced by sate park

naturalists and rangers at Rim Village.

Study Objectives

Thus, for a variety of reasons--the artificiality of feeding, the potential
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harm feeding has for the squirrel, the damage caused by erosion arid vegetation

loss, and, rrost inporLantly, the human health threat--a concern grew artong park

managers to diminish the problems caused by the interactions of park visitors with

the golden-mantled ground squirrel at Rim Village. In June, 1983, a

managemant plan addressing the ground squirrel-people problem at Rim Village was

written and approved (Jarvis 1983a). The aim of my study is to address two of

several actions reccxmnded for dealing with the problem: 1) to perform an

observational study of the feeders and feeding activity at Rim Village and 2) to

study the effect on park visitors of different types of signs concerning the

problems of ground squirrel-people interaction and feeding activity at Rim

Village.

The suggested actions for Crater Lake' s managemant plan for the squirrel-

people problem at Rim Village were expanded and delimited into the follcing

objectives for my study which were to

1) documant the absolute and relative nuthers of squirrel feeders
in canparison to the total nurriber of people entering the study

site at Rim Village;

2) assess the effectiveness of different signs in altering the
extent of animal feeding at Rim Village;

3) docurrent the average length of tirre a park visitor feeds the
squirrels within the study site;

4) docurrent types of food being fed the squirrels, the frequency
with which it is fed, and the source of food;

5) examine whether people who are feeding the squirrels are
themselves eating;

6) describe the social/dertographic characteristics of squirrel
feeders at Rim Village in terms of sex, age, and group
caiposition; and

7) gain a preliminary understanding of the animal-feeding
backgrounds and notivations of park visitors at the Rim
Village study site.
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Literature Review

Only within the past two decades have scientific studies dealt with the

relationships between wildiand visitors and wildlife (Ream 1979; Ream 1980;

Kellert 1980; Kellert and Westervelt 1983). In 1980 Ream caipiled a list of

several hundred sources dealing with recreational irracts on wildlife, but noted

that "much of the 'available literature is only peripherally concerned with

man-wildlife interactions" (Ream 1980, 1). Most of the studies mentioned by

Ream were biological, but she noted that since 1975, a budding interest in

the sociological aspects of the man-wildlife relationship has developed (Ream

1979). Most studies--both biological and sociological--have concentrated on

large marrrnals and birds. Few studies have dealt with small maxrmals. While

several scientific studies briefly mention people-squirrel interactions, only

two are knon to give substantial attention to the subject.

Attitudes Tcward Animals

Regarding the general perceptions and attitudes of Americans taard aniirals,

Stephen Kellert of Yale University has becczne a leading authority. In several

reports written for the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service between 1976 and 1983,

Kellert detailed both the attitudes, behaviors, affection, and kna'ledge of

adults and children toward animals and the activities Americans participate in

relating to animals. Based on responses to a national survey, Kellert developed

a typology of eight basic attitudes taard wildlife and the natural world:

naturalistic, "ecologistic" (ecological), humanistic, rroralistic, "scientistic"

(scientific), utilitarian, "dcxninionistic," and negativistic. Appendices 1 and 2

define and postulate the occurrence of these attitudes in American society.

He examined the attitudes and activities of the American populace with regard

to nine derrographic and cultural variables: sex, age, race, education,

occupation, inccrc, ccmnunity size of childhood residence, carminity size of
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present residence, and religious participation (Kellert 1978a; Kellert 1978b;

Kellert and Berry 1980; Kellert and Westervelt 1983). Only two of the

variables--sex and age--will be addressed in this review.

Sex. Adult females scored very high on the humanistic and iroralistic

scales, manifesting a particularly strong affection for pets. Hcever, the lack

of high ecological and naturalistic scores for win suggests that their concern

for animals does not particularly apply to wildlife species or natural-habitat

considerations. Males scored very 1ci on the humanistic scale, viewing animals

in a nore detached manner. Much rrore than females, males were pragmatic in

their relations to animals, as indicated by higher utilitarian and dcninionistic

scores. Males were also nore naturalistic in their orientation tcward wildlife

(Kellert l978a; Kellert and Berry 1980).

Airong children, Kellert and Westervelt (1983) found that females had the

highest humanistic scores of any deirographic group. The strong affection of

females for pets was reflected in 55% of them citing "loveable" animals as their

preferred type of animal, in contrast to 22% of male children. The largest

portion of male children (39%) cited "animals in the woods" as their favorite

type of animal. Male children possessed greater factual krio1edge, awareness,

and concern for wild animals than female children.

. Kellert found age to be anong the nost significant factors in

predicting a person's attitudes tcMard animals. He found a marked trend fran nore

to less affection for toth pets and wildlife with increasing age of adults.

Nineteen-to-twenty-nine year olds were found to be very naturalistically,

ecologically, and humanistically oriented, and they characteristically had l

utilitarian scores. Those over 65 years of age were the nost utilitarian and

least naturalistic of any age group; they were also the irost negativistic, an

attitude scale indicating an active avoidance of animals due to dislike or fear.

-13-



Airong children, Kellert and Westervelt (1983) found a decreasing preference

for pets and an increasing preference for wildlife with increasing age. Second

graders had the highest negativistic scores of any derrographic group, leading

the authors to question the widely held notion about the greater affinity and

affection of younger children for animals. Second graders also had loier

ecological and higher dcninionistic scores than the older age groups measured.

"Loveable" animals were nearly twice as preferred by 2nd and 5th graders (51%

and 44%, respectively) as by 8th and 11th graders (Kellert and Westervelt 1983).

Animal Activities

Nonconsunptive Wildlife Use. Over the past several decades, a shift of

the American populace frctn consurrptive to nonconsunptive wildlife use has

occurred (Hendee 1969; Line 1976; Allen, 1973; Aney and CcMan 1975). While

the nurriber of consurrptive wildlife users (hunters and fishermen) in America is

still increasing, the number of nonconsurrptive users is increasing more rapidly

(Lime 1976). In sate parks, the chance to view or in sate way interact with

wildlife may be the most important reason for visiting the park; in others, it is

an important supplementary benefit.

A study of adult wildlife users in Oregon found that 47% of the surveyed

population hunted and/or fished, while 93% "viewed" wildlife in a wide variety

of ways, including observation; photography; keeping wildlife pets; specimen

collecting; bird feeding; nature study; painting; visiting fish hatcheries, zoos,

and wildlife parks; and viewing wildlife vicariously by reading books on wildlife

or viewing movies and television programs on wildlife (Faulkenberry and Ccwan

1974; Aney and CaQan 1975). As reported by Aney and Ccan (1975), approximately

one-third of the wildlife viewers surveyed in Oregon were "active" viewers (all

nonvicarious wildlife viewers). Faulkenberry and Ccan (1974) found that 12% of

the Oregonians surveyed had photographed wildlife in the preceding year, and 7%
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had kept native wildlife pets during that period of time.

Squirrel Feeding. With the exception of birds and bears, very little

research has been done on the subject of human feeding of wild animals. Besides

Huestis' 1951 biological report on the golden-mantled ground squirrel at Crater

Lake National Park, only two scientific studies are kncn to deal with the human

feeding of squirrels. A study by Robinson and Ccian (1954) found that 9% of the

food of the gray squirrel in Stanley Park, Vancouver, British Columbia, cane frcti

such "unnatural foods" as peanuts and bread. About one-third of the squirrels in

their study quadrat made sare use of artificial food sources, and a few of the

squirrels depended alrost entirely on handouts frau park visitors.

The only study knan to give its primary concentration to the human feeding

of squirrels is a recent one undertaken at Lafayette Park, a National Park

Service area in the District of Columbia. Here, park managers viewed the

squirrels in the park as a problem primarily because their high density resulted

in severe darrage to cultivated flaiers and trees. The density--9 to 20 per

acre--was stated to be the highest reported in the literature (Manski et al.

1981; Manski 1982), though it is less than that reported for the golden-mantled

ground squirrel at Rim Village in Crater Lake National Park--23 per acre (Huestis

1951). The arrount of "supplemental food" which people fed the squirrels at

Lafayette Park varied with the season of the year, fran a lc, of 37% of all food

items eaten in the spring to a high of 75% of all food items eaten in auturun.

Winter observations were not taken. Peanuts accounted for half of the

supplemental food eaten by the squirrels and 35% of all food eaten items eaten by

them. Other food items which were fed the squirrels included English walnuts,

chicken bones, bread, apples, and peach pits (Manski et al 1981; Manski 1982).

The authors of the Lafayette Park study differentiated between two types of

people that fed squirrels: 1) "zoo keepers," individuals who regularly visited
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the park out of concern for the squirrels well-being; and 2) "zoo visitors,"

ccmru.iters, tourists, and picnickers who fortuitously fed the squirrels for

entertainment. The "zoo keepers," though numbering only six individuals,

accounted for 90% of the supplemental food fed the squirrels. "Zoo visitors"

made up the large majority of people feeding squirrels at the park, and while

their interactions with squirrels were enjoyable, they were usually of short

duration. It was the researcher's irrpression that when squirrels were active and

visible in the park, they were the third uost popular sight after the White

House and park statues. The researchers felt that if squirrels were to be

renoved fran the area as a management tool, such an action would have to be

accolTpanied by sinultaneous reduction of supplerrental food in order to have a

lasting effect (Manski et al. 1981; Manski 1982). They stated that squirrel

relocation and prohibition of public feeding would deny park visitors "an

irrportant cc*ronent of their park experience" (Manski et al 1981, 451) and

suspected that such actions would be "intensely opposed if not legally

challenged" (Manski et a. 1981, 452).

Methods

Study Site

Crater Lake National Park, one of America's oldest and rrost noted national

parks, straddles the Cascades of southern Oregon. Its dcininant feature, Crater

Lake, lies in the approximate center of the park. Iitndiately surrounding the

lake is a steep rim wall, rising fran 500 to 2,000 feet above the lake level.

Atop the rim, a road carpletely encircles the lake. Since early in the century,

park developeent has occurred along the rim at the southern end of the lake.

Here, at Rim Village, a lodge; food-service, gift-shop cariplex; exhibit

buildings; and picnic area exist to serve park visitors.
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Of the 400,000 to 500,000 visitors who cate to the park annually, over 80%

enter Rim Village (Shelby and Wolf 1981). Rim Village is accessible only fran its

western end, where roads fran the north and south entrances of the park join

together (Figure 2). About 100 yards past this road junction, at the entrance

to Rim Village, visitors fran the south have their first opportunity to view

Crater Lake. Most Rim Village visitors, confronted by the lake on their left and

a large imposing building on their right (the food-service, gift shop conplex),

stop between the two features to park in an expansive parking lot containing 159

spaces (Shelby and Wolf 1981). The concession building, consisting of a

cafeteria, lounge, fountain, gift shop, and small convenience grocery, is visited

by approximately 65% of Rim Village visitors. Paralleling the parking lot and the

rim boundary is a relatively long and narro' lake-viewing area, approximately 650

ft in length and 30 to 70 feet in width. A 1cM stone wall, built to keep

visitors fran approaching too close to the edge of the caldera, bounds the viewing

area on the lake side. This viewing area, called "rim area 1" in Figure 2,

contains small "islands" of lcM-gro.Qing vegetation--nostly shrubs and herbs--which

are separated by paved walkways which bring the visitor to good viewpoints beside

the stone wall. Approximately 70% of all visitors to Rim Village enter "rim

area 1" (Shelby and Wolf 1981).

I selected the easternxiost portion of rim area 1 in which to concentrate

my work. The study site--approximately 250 x 30 feet--is bounded on the north by

the caldera rim and on the south by the food-service, gift-shop parking lot. Its

eastern boundary is on a perpendicular north of the canfort station at the

eastern end of the parking lot and its western end is on a perpendicular to the

point at which the stone wall curves sharply northwest (Figure 2). The study

site was selected because of its easily identifiable boundaries and because of

its heavy visitor use; probably no other area of car!parable size along the Crater
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Lake rim receives a greater concentration of visitors outside of their cars.

Because lingering snoi within the site limited visitor access until the first of

August, 1983, the field portion of this study did not begin until that time.

Observation of Visitors

My research during the surrnr of 1983 was a pilot study undertaken to

provide preliminary data frcin which a mrore ccmp1ete study utilizing a

questionnaire could be designed. The pilot study relied primarily on the

technique of direct systematic observation. (As defined by Clark (1977), direct

systematic observation is the observation of directly observable, well-defined

specific events and objects using a prearranged coding schedule). For 15 days (6

hours each day for 12 days, and 3 hours each day for 3 days) all visitors

entering the study site were counted and recorded by the hour. Visitors who

left the study area and reentered it were counted again. The number of persons

feeding the squirrels were also counted and totaled by the hour. In addition,

all visitors who were eating any food item within the study area were counted and

totaled by the hour. In sunnaxy, the items observed for all park visitors

entering the study site, by hour, were:

1) total number of individuals,
2) number of people feeding squirrels, and
3) number of people eating food themselves.

The majority of information regarding park visitors within the study site

was limited to those persons which fed golden-mantled ground squirrels. This

information primarily dealt with selected derrographic characteristics of the

squirrel feeders and particular aspects of the squirrel feeding activity, such as

the type of food offered to the squirrels. More specifically,, the information

recorded, by hour, for all squirrel feeders within the study site was:

1) sex,
2) age class,
3) whether the person himself was also eating,



4) party caiposition,
5) the type of food item(s) offered the squirrels,
6) ho,q long the party fed the squrr, and
7) whether or not a party photographed the squirrels.

The first three of the above-enumarated observations were rrade for each

individual squirrel feeder. Individuals were assigned to one of six age classes:

under 6, 6-11, 12-19, 20-39, 40-59, and over 60. Observations 4, 5, 6, and 7

itemized above were made for each feeding party, not for each individual feeder.

I also atterrpted to discern whether or not the food given to the squirrels

originated at the concession; hcever, rrore often than not, this question was

impossible to answer with any certainty. Casual observations of visitors were

recorded as tii permitted during survey periods.

A primary purpose of this study was to test the effectiveness of two types

of signs in deterring park visitors frait feeding squirrels. The text of the two

signs is shcin in Figure 3.

(a)

We knc they' re cute, but please don't feed any park animals. An
abundance of natural foods exists for them, such as insects, grasses,

and seeds fran cone-bearing trees. Human food often spoils easily.

By not feeding the ground squirrels, chipmunks, and birds, you are

encouraging them to store up natural provisions.

(b)

Please don't feed any park animals. Ground squirrels and chipmunks

are potential carriers of such serious diseases as bubonic plague

and Colorado tick fever.

Figure 3. Text of the experinntal signs used to deter squirrel

feeding at the Crater Lake National Park study site:
(a) squirrel-welfare sign, and (b) bubonic-plague sign.

The two signs will be referred to in the remaindr of this paper as the

squirrel-welfare sign and the bulonic-plague sign. As evident in the above



figure, a source of variability between the two signs is that the

squirrel-welfare sign is twice the length of the bubonic-plague sign. Casual

observation, how-ever, seerred to indicate that the length did not keep visitors

at the study site fraii reading the squirrel-welfare sign. Three situations were

examined: display of the squirrel-welfare sign, display of the bubonic-plague

sign, and display of no signs as a control. When signs were displayed, four

signs of the sane type were slanted for ease in reading on one-to-two-foot-high

posts within the study site at highly visible locations a few feet north of the

rock wall. Observations were perforned for six hours for five days for each of

the signs. For the control situation, with no signs, observations were made for

six hours for two days, and three hours for three days. For information on the

specific days and hours of observation for each sign situation, see Appendix 3.

This appendix also briefly notes the weather for each observation day.

Variability and Statistical Analysis

Because this research was intended to be only a pilot study and because of

tine limitations for observation, the study has sate significant drawbacks. One

statistical drawback was that observation days were not selected randc&tily. How--

ever, daily variability in visitor characteristics under the three sign situations

was partially controlled by having approximately half of the study days be pre-

Labor Day and the remainder post-Labor Day. (It is catmn in many national parks

for the total number of visitors to decrease after Labor Day, bet for the percen-

tage of older visitors to increase.) Likewise, under each of the three sign

situations, approximately half of the study days were weekdays, with the remainder

on weekends. As previously noted, the number of hours observed under each of the

sign situations was not always six; in addition, the hours of observation varied

slightly each day beginning as early as 10 am and as late as 12 noon.

Other sources of variability also existed. Weather variability on the study
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days was relatively lci, with the skies clear on all but one day and the

temperatures iroderate to warm (high temperatures varied from 58 °F to 74 F on all

but two days). The two exceptions to clear, relatively warm weather were both

days on fnich the squirrel-welfare signs were posted (see Appendix 3). Another

source of variability was with the squirrels themselves: casual observation

clearly indicated that as the season progressed, a definite trend occurred with

the squirrels becning less timid and itore aggressive tiards approaching and

cliitibing upon visitors in search of a handout. Finally, observer variability may

also have existed, since on two of the fifteen observation days, another National

Park Service employee volunteered to observe. Observers were not in uniform and

acted as nonobtrusively as possible, resulting in very few visitors expressing an

awareness that they were being observed. To discern the maxirrum effect of the

signs, unifonied park rangers and naturalists were asked to stay away fran the

vicinity of the study site during observation tines.

The data gathered by observation are displayed in tables, and analysis is

limited to such descriptive statistics as absolute and relative frequencies,

means, and ranges. The results do not lend themselves to hypothesis testing,

since, with ome exception (people who were eating), no thservatioris were ma

on the non-squirrel feeding population at the study site.

Interviews

Fourteen interviews of groups (itore than one person) feeding the squirrels

were undertaken in late August and early Septeither. The interviews were made for

the purpose of gaining a greater insight into the rrotivations and backgrounds of

squirrel feeders than that obtained solely from the observation process. Such

information was to be used to design a questionnaire for a rrore caiplete study.

No interviews were conducted with non-squirrel-feeding visitors. The follcwing

general questions were asked during nDst of the interviews:
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1) What pratpted you to feed the ground squirrels?
2) Hci important is feeding the squirrels to your visit to Crater

Lake?
3) Was feeding the squirrels a spur-of-the-rrnt action or did

you plan to feed them before you arrived at Rim Village?
4) Is this your first visit to Crater Lake? If so, did you feed

park anirrals on previous visits?
5) Have you visited other national parks? Which ones? Did you

feed park animals there?
6) Have you fed wild animals at zoos, aquariums, wildlife parks,

or other locations?
7) flc you have any pets or farm animals? What kinds?
8) Are you fran a city, tc.ezn, or rural area?
9) Did you kncw you are not supposed to feed any park anirrals?
10) D3 you have any suggestions as to what park managers might do

to keep people fran feeding the squirrels here?

Interviews were conducted during all three sign situations. Groups

interviewed were not randanly selected, but it was my intention to interview as

diverse a selection of group-types as possible. The interviews lasted fran

fifteen to thirty minutes, their length reflecting the interest which the

interviewees expressed in the subject. Most, but not all, questions were asked

to each group. Even on days when the signs were posted, nost groups were very

cooperative and open in their responses. Only one group refused an interview.

Though the intervie may suggest sare tendencies, the small sample size, lack of

control, and lack of statistical sampling preclude attaching a great deal of

weight to their findings.

Results and Discussion

Effectiveness of Signs

Probably the rrost important finding of the entire study, especially fran

the viewpoint of park managers, concerns the effectiveness of different signs

in deterring park visitors fran feeding ground squirrels at the Rim Village

study site. The sign noting the danger of contracting bubunic plague and other

diseases was alirost twice as effective in deterring feeding as the sign which

emphasized that the squirrel's natural foods were better for them than human
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food. The latter sign, in turn, was found to be twice as effective in keeping

visitors fr feeding the squirrels as no signs at all. Tables 1, 2, and 3

suninarize the results.

Table 1. Total number of visitors, squirrel feeders, and percent squirrel
feeders at the Crater Lake National Park study site tr survey date when no
signs were displayed.

Day (Date) Observation
Duration (hr)

Visitors
(No.)

Feeders
(No.)

Percent
Feeders

Tues (8-9) 3 424 46 10.8

Sun (8-14) 3 421 81 19.2

Tues (8-16) 3 378 50 13.3

Fri (9-16) 6 421 53 12.6

Sat (9-17) 6 712 45 6.3

Total 21 2,356 275 11.7

Daily Mean - 12.4

Hourly Mean - 11.8

Table 2. Total number of visitors, squirrel feeders, and percent squirrel
feeders at the Crater Lake National Park study site by survey date when
squirrel-welfare signs were displayed.

Day (Date) Observation Visitors Feeders Percent

Duration (hr) (No.) (No.) Feeders

Sun (8-21) 6 735 36 4.9

Sun (8-28) 6 845 67 7.9

Tues (8-30) 6 575 37 6.4

Fri (9-9) 6 452 24 5,3

Mon (9-12) 6 462 17 3.7

Total 30 3,069 181 5.9

Daily Mean -- 5.6

Hourly Mean - -- 5.6
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Table 3. Total nuniber of visitors, squirrel feeders, and percent squirrel
feeders at the Crater Lake National Park study site by survey date when
bubonic-plague signs were displayed.

Day (Date) Observation Visitors Feeders Percent

Duration (hr) (No.) (No.) Feeders

Sat (9-3) 6 1,091 40 3.7

Sun (9-4) 6 1,039 41 3.9

Tues (9-6) 6 623 11 1.8

Thurs (9-8) 6 508 12 2.4

Sun (9-11) 6 628 26 4.1

Total 30 3,889 130 3.3

Daily Mean - -- - 3.2

Hourly Mean - -- - 3.3

As seen in the above tables, the percentage of total feeders to total

people within the study site was 11.7% using no signs (Table 1), 5.9% using the

squirrel-welfare signs (Table 2), and 3.3% using the bobonic-plague signs

(Table 3). Similar percentages result when either daily or hourly msans are

calculated. Examining the ranges of the daily percentages of feeders to total

people entering the study area under each sign situation furthur confirms that a

real difference exists in the effectiveness of the three sign situations. As

seen in the above tables, the highest percent feeders (3.9%) on an individual

day using the bubonic-plague signs is only slightly higher than the lcwest daily

percent feeders (3.7%) using the squirrel-welfare signs, and the highest daily

percent feeders (7.9%) under the squirrel-welfare signs is surpassed by all but

one daily msan (6.3%) using no signs at all. In absolute numbers, it was found

that 275 individuals fed the squirrels during 21 observed daytims hours with no

signs posted, 181 persons fed them during 30 observed hours with the

squirrel-welfare signs posted, and 130 persons fed them during 30 observed hours

with the bubonic-plague signs posted. Under the no-sign situation, the higher
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means on the three days with only three hours of observation suggest that the

five-day hourly mean and the total percent feeders are rrore representative of the

population of squirrel feeders than the five-day daily mean.

The pilot study also shcwed that under each of the sign situations, the

percentage of visitors feeding squirrels was greater on weekends than on

weekdays. The difference was greatest and nost consistent with the

bubonic-plague signs (3.9% on weekends caipared to 2.1% on weekdays),

Interestingly, even on the two poor-weather days, the percentage of feeders to

total visitors was approximately the sane as on good weather days (6.4% and 5.3%).

The results of this pilot study strongly indicate that signs can have a

significant effect in altering the behavior of park visitors; in this case, in

deterring them fran feeding squirrels. The results also give strong evidence

that the wording of the sign used can determine ho effectively visitors are

deterred fran feeding park wildlife. This data suggest that signs can limit,

though not stop, the violation of a park regulation bi park visitors.

It is n' belief that the sign which eitphasized the danger of contracting

bubonic plague and other diseases was nost effective because it posed a threat

the squirrels have for humans. The sign's effectiveness was probably increased try

the circumstance that nlDst people have heard of bubonic plague and are aware of

its seriousness. A few groups of visitors who read the sign were overheard

carnnting on the death of the boy in Kianath Falls fran plague earlier in the

sunr. Interestingly, based on casual observation, quite a few visitors

incorrectly thought that contracting rabies was the greatest health threat of

the squirrels.

The sign enphasizing that natural foods were better for squirrels than

human foods dealt with the negative iiçact of feeding on squirrels. The findings

of the pilot study seem to suggest that people are irore likely to alter their
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behavior when they beccxre aware of a threat to their n health as opposed to the

health of another animil.

No other studies are kno,in to exist which deal with the effect of signs in

altering the extent of wildlife feeding bj park visitors. Other studies,

hcwever, have dealt with the effect of altering visitor behavior with regard to

auto traffic patterns (Brcl4n and Hunt 1969) arid trail traffic patterns (Ormrod

and Trahan 1982).

Length of Feeding Time

The irrpact of the signs on feeding activity at the study site is still more

apparent when one examines the length of time park visitors feed the squirrels

(Table 4).

Table 4. Number and percent of individual squirrel feeders at the
Crater Lake National Park study site by feeding duration class under
three sign situations. *

Signs Total No. Feeding Duration Class
Feeders 5 mm 6-10 mm 11-15 mm 16-20 mm 21 mm

No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%)

None** 211 66 (31.3) 69 (32.7) 38 (18.0) 22 (10.4) 16 (7.6)

Squirrel
Welfare 176 70 (39.8) 47 (26.7) 20 (11.4) 27 (15.3) 12 (6.8)

Bu1nic
Plague 128 52 (40.6) 34 (26.6) 24 (18.8) 6 (4.7) 12 (9.3)

Total 515 188 (36.5) 150 (29.1) 82 (15.9) 55 (10.7) 40 (7.8)

* Each individual squirrel feeder within a group was assigned a single feeding
time.

** On one of the days with no signs present, the length of time visitors fed
squirrels was not observed.

As seen in Table 4, when no signs were present, the greatest percentage of



visitors (32.7%) fed the squirrels fr six to ten minutes, whereas when the

squirrel-welfare or bubonic-plague signs were present, the greatest percentage of

squirrel feeders (39.8% and 40.6%, respectively) participated in feeding for five

minutes or less. The results shari in Table 4 indicate that the type of sign did

not affect the duration of feeding, though the presence of either sign reduced the

feeding tine. For both the squirrel-welfare and bubonic-plague signs, the number

of visitors who fed the squirrels peaked sharply at two minutes; haever, with no

signs, the nurriber of visitors who fed the squirrels peaked sharply at eight

minutes. Thus, there is evidence that the presence of deterrent signs not only

limited the number of people Who fed the ground squirrels, but it limited the

anount of tine (and therefore the arrount of food) which people fed them.

The effect of the presence of signs on the duration of feeding diminishes

for those visitors who fed the squirrels for rrore than ten minutes, suggesting

that die-hard squirrel feeders aren't affected by attenpts to deter them. When

squirrel-welfare and bubonic-plague signs were displayed, between 33% and 34%

of the squirrel-feeding visitors participated in the activity for nore than ten

minutes. With no signs displayed, 36% of them fed squirrels for nore than ten

minutes. The longest any group was observed feeding squirrels was 46 minutes.

The length of tine which visitors fed the squirrels under any of the sign

situations is saiewhat high, since all nerabers of a group were assigned the

length of titte fran when the first group nember started feeding to when the last

group nerriber stopped feeding.

I speculate that the shorter feeding duration when signs were displayed is

because visitors recognize that they are doing sc*iething that park authorities

frn upon. It is also possible that the feeding tine may have been limited by

the cooler weather on the days when the signs were present (Appendix 3).
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Eating and Feeding

As one might suspect, no relationship appears to exist among the three sign

situations and the nurriber of people eating within the study site (Appendix 4).

The mean percentage of eaters under all three sign situations varies frc*n 6.4% to

8.3%. These findings shc.q that a relatively la percentage of park visitors use

the study site for the purpose of eating. Casual observation indicated that the

overfnelming majority of people eating within the study site were only snacking,

not eating full meals.

Hcwever, the data do shcM a relationship among the three sign situations and

the percentage of squirrel feeders dno are themselves eating (Table 5).

Table 5. Cczrparison of individuals eating to individuals feeding squirrels
and individuals not feeding squirrels under each of three sign situations
at the Crater Lake National Park study site.

Signs Visitors Feeding Squirrels* Visitors Not Feeding Squirrels

Nurriber of Visitors Percent Number of Visitors Percent

Visitors Eating Visitors Visitors Eating Visitors
Eating Eating

None 251 65 25.9 2,081 130 6.2

Squirrel
Welfare 159 49 30.8 2,888 165 5.7

Bubonic
Plague 122 53 43.4 3,759 197 5.2

Total 532 167 31.4 8,728 492 5.6

* Fifty-four visitors feeding squirrels were not characterized as to whether they
were eating food themselves.

With no signs present, 25.9% of the squirrel feeders were themselves eating; with

the squirrel-welfare signs up, 30.8% of the feeders were themselves eating; and

with the bulxnic-plague signs present, 43.4% of the feeders were themselves

eating. No explanation is given for this trend.

Prior to the pilot study, it had been hypothesized that the majority of



people feeding the squirrels were also eating food themselves. Hcwever, the

results of the study shcii that, averaging all three sign situations, only 31.4%

of the squirrel feeders within the study site were also themselves eating food.

But, nore inportantly, when the percentage of squirrel feeders who eat (31.4%) is

carpared with the percentage of non-squirrel feeders who eat (5.6%), one sees

that squirrel feeders are over five tines as likely to be themselves eating food

as are non-squirrel feeders. Thus, there appears to be a strong positive

correlation between people who eat at the study site and people who feed

squirrels there.

Table 6 shcws the hourly variation at the study site between the number of

people feeding squirrels and the number of people eating.

Table 6. Number of squirrel feeders and individuals eating food with
respect to the total number of visitors to the Crater Lake National Park
study site during various tine periods.

Tine Period* Hours of Feeders Eaters Total Feeders! Eaters!
Observ. (No.) (No.) Vis. nlbtal Vis. nlbtal Vis.
(No.)** (No.) (%) (%)

10:00 am -
12:30 pm 17 116 121 2,036 5.7 5.9

12:00 noon
2:30 pn 30 265 262 4,024 6.6 6.5

2:00 pn -
4:00 pm 26 200 269 3,043 6.6 8.8

3:30 pn -
6:00 pm 13 43 105 1,102 3.9 9.5

* Tine periods overlap because of varying starting tines.

** Five additional hours of observation at the study site were included outside
of the specific study days under the three sign situations.

Averaging the results fran all sign situations, the greatest percentage of

individuals who fed squirrels at the study site (6.6%) occurred between noon and

4 pm, while the greatest percentage of total people eating at the site (about 9%)
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occurred between 2 pu and 6 pn. The percentage of people feeding the squirrels

and the percentage of people eating food themselves are approximately equal

between 10 am and 2:30 pe, while later in the afternoon, the percentage of people

eating beccxrtes significantly greater as the percentage of people feeding squirrels

begins to decrease. No explanation is atterrpted for these hourly variations in

the number of people feeding the squirrels and those eating food themselves. The

results indicate that park managers should concentrate their efforts in deterring

people fran feeding the squirrels between the hours of noon and 4 çn.

Food Items Offered

Food items which were fed the ground squirrels are itemized in Appendix 5.

Peanuts were the item nost frequently offered to the squirrels, accounting for

20.5% of all items offered. (This percentage includes all types of peanuts--

shelled and unshelled, salted and unsalted.) Bread and crackers were the next

itost frequently offered food items, accounting for 15.8% and 13.4% of the total

items, respectively. Only three other items made up rrore than 5% of the food

items fed the squirrels: popcorn (9.2%), ice cream cones (6.8%), and sunflaer

seeds (6.3%). Potato chips, candy, corn chips, cheetos, and cheerios accounted

for an additional 18.7% of the food items offered. Other items, including fruit,

pretzels, french fries, cookies, cigarette butts, and native vegetation,

accounted for less than 10% of the food items park visitors offered squirrels.

Several precautionary remarks should be made about these results. They do not

represent the quantity of food given to the squirrels. Also, the actual number of

people feeding the squirrels sai of the items is high, since each person in a

feeding group was assumad to have offered all of the food items offered by any

other msmber of that group.

It was not possible to accurately determine what proportion of food items

cams from the concession's cafeteria, fountain, or convenience grocery across
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the parking lot. The only food iterr which probably came exclusively from the

concession were popcorn and ice cream cones, both of which were frequently

offered to the squirrels. HcMever, of the other food iten which made up more

than 1% of the total items fed the squirrels, alnost all were available at the

concession, primarily at the convenience grocery, where small, inexpensive

packages were sold. Neither the grocery nor any other part of the concession

contained signs mentioning the regulation against feeding animals. Erloyees of

the grocery reported to the author that park visitors regularly indicted that

they planned to use their food purchases to feed the squirrels, bet rarely would

the errployee indicate they were not permitted to feed park animals.

As with the Rim Village study, peanuts were the rtost ccxrrron food item

offered to squirrels at Lafayette Park in Washington, D. C. Hcever, the other

food items offered to squirrels at Lafayette Park differed greatly from the present

study; for example, bread made only 1% of the items offered (Manski et al. 1981).

Photography

Averaging the results from all three sign situations, 41.7% of the parties

which fed squirrels contained at least one individual who took pictures of the

squirrels (Appendix 6). The variability which existed arrong the three sign

situations is probably due to a small sarrple size of 283. Caments overheard

during the observation periods lead me to believe that many--though not the

majority--of individuals fed the squirrels primarily to get a good picture of

them. Every day, photographers were observed expressing frustration at the

squirrels' rapid novenents, which must have resulted in many pictures containing

blurred squirrels or no squirrels at all.

In other studies, Kellert (1980) reported that during a two-year period,

42% of Pmericans participated in animal photography, rrore than half of it

directed taiard wildlife subjects. Kellert also found that animal photography
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was an infrequent activity for two-thirds of those wI-io participated.

Faulkenberry and Conan (1974) found that 12% of Oregonians had photographed

wildlife in the preceding year. In the Lafayette Park study in Washington,

D. C., "many" park visitors were observed photographing gray squirrels at tiites

in which they were active (Manski 1982).

Feeders by Sex

Sarfnat surprisingly, the results of this study indicate that squirrel

feeders at the Rim Village study site are airrost evenly distriboted arrong the

sexes (Table 7). Averaging the results frn all three sign situations, 47.6% of

those persons feeding the ground squirrels were male and 52.4% were female.

Males responded slightly nore positively to both the squirrel-welfare and the

bubonic-plague signs than did females, though the difference may nerely be due to

sarrpling error. As indicated earlier, rio observations were made on persons not

feeding squirrels on any of the deirographic characteristics examined (sex, age,

or party caiposition).

Table 7. Squirrel feeders, by sex and sign situation, at the Crater Lake
National Park study site.

Signs

None
Squirrel Welfare
Bubonic Plague

Total

Males
Number (Percent)

136 (49.5)
83 (45.9)

60 (46.2)

279 (47.6)

Females
Number (Percent)

139 (50.5)
98 (54.1)

70 (53.8)

307 (52.4)

The results presented contrast with the findings of Kellert (Kellert and

Berry 1980; Kellert and Westervelt 1983). The strong affection for pets and

pet-like animals which Kellert found in female adults and children led ne to
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expect that considerably nore females would have fed the squirrels than males.

Frau casual observation, it seems that many park visitors considered the

squirrels as pet-like animals, since quite a few persons, nostly children,

wanted to take them hate as pets. During the study at Rim Village, females

appeared to be rrore readily attached to the squirrels than males, as the forner

quite frequently said of the squirrels: 'rhey' re so cute." The strong

naturalistic and ecological orientation in males ihich Kellert found (Kellert

and Berry 1980; Kellert and Westervelt 1983) would have been expected to lead to

a lciier percentage of male feeders than occurred in the Rim Village study.

Kellert' s findings would be rrore in line with the current study if it were found

that the total number of people entering the study site were predctniriantly male

(a fact fnich is not knain, since this study did not ascertain characteristics of

the non-feeding population).

Feeders by Age

As shciin in Table 8, this study found that irore than half of all squirrel

feeders at the Rim Village study site were under 20 years old.

Table 8. Squirrel feeders, by age class and sign situation, at the Crater
Lake National Park study site.

Signs Age of Squirrel Feeders (Years)
6-11 12-19 20-39 40-59 60

No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%)

None 30 (10.9) 61 (22.2) 48 (17.5) 93 (33.8) 26 (9.5) 17 (6.2)

Squirrel
Welfare 25 (13.8) 43 (23.8) 28 (15.5) 59 (32.6) 11 (6.1) 15 (8.3)

BubDnic
Plague 17 (13.1) 34(26.2) 15 (11.5) 44 (33.8) 12 (9.2) 8 (6.2)

Total 72 (12.3) 138 (23.5) 91 (15.5) 196 (33.4) 49 (8.4) 40 (6.8)

Averaging the results fran all three sign situations, 51.4% of those persons
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feeding the squirrels were under 20. The largest portion of this group was in

the 6-11-year-old age bracket; this relatively narr age bracket represented

23.5% of all squirrel feeders at the site. A surprising 72 individuals (12.3%

of the total number of squirrel feeders) were estimated to be under 6 years of

age. By far the largest adult group was in the 20-39-year-old range, catprising

33.4% of the total squirrel feeders. The two smallest percentages of squirrel

feeders were in the 40-59 and the 'over 60" age groups (8.4% and 6.8%,

respectively). As expected, a seasonal trend among age groups was also apparent;

after Labor Day the proportion of adults of all age classes dramatically

increased.

The age distribution of squirrel feeders among the three sign situations

was generally similar. Only in the 12-19-year-old class was a trend in the

percentage of feeders apparent--a trend decreasing fraa 17.5% with no signs to

11.5% with bubonic-plague signs.

The results of the Rim Village study generally agree with Kellert's finding

of a marked trend fran iTore to less affection for both pets and wildlife with

increasing age of adults. Hcever, Kellert's finding of the very naturalistic

and ecological orientation of the 19-29-year-old group seems to contrast with

the results of the Rim Village study. My study tends to support Kellert's

finding that the "over 65" age class is the age group least interested in animals

(Kellert 1978a; Kellert and Berry 1980). Kellert and Westervelt's (1983) finding

that "loveable" animals were nearly twice as preferred by 2nd and 5th graders as

by 8th and 11th graders agrees well with the Rim Village study' s finding that the

largest portion of child squirrel feeders were in the 6-11-year-old group. Casual

observation at the study site indicated that the golden-mantled ground squirrel

is considered a loveable animal by a considerable portion of the squirrel

feeders, especially waien and children. A large number of individuals desired to
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pet and hold a squirrel in their hands, and many succeeded in doing so.

Party Carposition

Ax-other finding of this study, regardless of sign situation, is that 86.5%

of the squirrel feeders at Rim Village participated in that activity as mambers

of a group. Appendix 7 identifies the squirrel feeders at Rim Village into 1 of

13 different categories of parties, and in so doing, shod's the canbiried effect

of age and sex on feeding activity. By far the greatest number of feeding

parties consisted of adults with children; ccinbining the results fran all three

sign situations, 46.4% of the total feeding parties were so classified. The

next largest number of feeding parties were young adult couples (age 20-39),

representing 18.3% of the total feeding parties. Adult couples of all ages made

up 24.2% of the feeding parties. Mixed adult parties made up 9.3% of the total

feeding par:ties. Less than 4% of all feeding parties contained only adults of

the sama sex, and less than 2% of all parties contained only children of the

sama sex. Both the sama-sex adult and children's parties were approximately

two-thirds female. The reader should be cautioned, haever, that the small size

of the sama-sex groups nakes it difficult to draw any conclusions fran the

relative proportions of the sexes. Nine percent of all feeding parties consisted

of children only.

A possible conclusion derived fran the party ccnposition observations is

that ntst individuals participate in squirrel feeding along with others (whether

the others feed squirrels or not), suggesting that for many persons, the

activity might be perceived as primarily social. Casual observation at the

study site supports this hypothesis. Hcwever, this conclusion can not be

sustained, since the group nature of squirrel feeding nay marely reflect the

group nature of park visitation in general (of which no data are available).
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Interviews

Because of the snail sair1e size (N=14), the results of the interviews

provide only a preliminary indication of notivations and backgrounds of the

Rim Village squirrel feeders. A variety of reasons for feeding the ground

squirrels were given: "for the enjoynent of the children," "they' re so

friendly," "they' re so cute," "it's a neat experience," "so the children could

get close to the squirrels," and "to get a good picture of them." Three

interview groups caniented that for the children in their group, feeding the

squirrels was probably the irost important aspect of their visit to the park.

Four other groups said feeding squirrels was a secondary purpose of their visit,

and one adult group said it was the primary reason they had care to the park.

Amnost two-thirds of the groups interviewed had planned to feed the

squirrels prior to their arrival at the study site. All of these groups had

been to the park before, but only half had fed squirrels on a previous visit.

Alrrost all of the interviewed groups had visited other national parks, but only

one-fourth renenbered feeding animals in those parks. At least half of the

groups had fed animals at zoos and several had fed them at wildlife parks.

Respondents were alnost equally divided as to whether they were fran a

city, tcn, or rural area. Several currently oi'ned farm animals. All but one

or two groups had pets. Three groups indicated they had three or rrore types of

pets, and two groups volunteered the information that they had previously had

pet squirrels in their hc. A few groups said they were not aware they were

not supposed to feed the squirrels, even when signs were posted. Most visitors

could offer no suggestions which would keep people fran feeding the squirrels.

Those suggestions which were made are: "make the signs with red letters," state

"absolutely no feeding on the signs," "nention a fine" on the signs, "make the

signs bigger," "poison the squirrels," and "provide good foods for visitors to
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feed the squirrels."

The data resulting fran the interviews suggest that Rim Village squirrel

feeders are pet o'ners, that they are repeat visitors to the park who planned to

feed the squirrels prior to their arrival, and that they have a wide variety of

rrotivations for feeding the squirrels. Thrther research will be necessary to

confirm or invalidate these and other indications suggested by the interviews.

Suxrrary and Conclusion

Direct systematic observation of the interaction between park visitors and

the golden-mantled ground squirrel at Rim Village in Crater Lake National Park

shced that, with no signs or uniforired rangers acting as a deterrent,

approximately 12% of park visitors entering the study site fed the squirrels.

The greatest portipn of this feeding occurred between 12 noon and 4 pen. With

the exception of people who were eating, all observations pertained to squirrel

feeders only. Participation in squirrel feeding was alnost equally divided

between rren and wtten. Slightly over half of all those participating were under

the age of 20, and by far the largest portion of adults were in the

20-39-year-old range. Over 86% of people feeding the squirrels were part of

a group, and alnost half of all feeding parties consisted of adults with

children. More than five tines as many squirrel feeders as non-squirrel feeders

ate food themselves when they were in the study site. Approximately two-thirds

of the squirrel feeders participated in the activity for under ten minutes. A

variety of food items were offered to the squirrels, with peanuts, bread,

crackers, popcorn, ice cream cones, and sunf1er seeds leading the list.

Fran the standpoint of park managers, probably the nost significant and

easily utilizable information of the entire study deals with the varying

effectiveness of different signs in deterring park visitors fran feeding the

ground squirrels. A sign noting the danger to humans of contracting bubonic
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plague was found to be twice as effective as one which pointed out that feeding

was harmful to the welfare of the squirrel. The latter sign, in turn, proved to

be twice as effective as having no signs at all. The differing effectiveness of

the two signs probably indicates that people are rrore likely to alter their

behavior when they become aware of a threat to their an health as opposed to

the health of another anuial. The study also found that the presence of either

sign resulted in a diminished length of time which visitors fed the squirrels.

Such data clearly indicate to Crater Lake National Park menagers that signs can

significantly limit the tendency of sai park visitors to feed ground squirrels.

The data also suggest that signs may be an effective means of deterring visitors

from feeding other types of wildlife in other natural areas.
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PPTT'TY 1

finitions of nine basic attitudes of Anericans tcard wildlife
and the natural world proposed by Stephen R. Kellert.

Attitude Ifinitjon

NATURALISTIC: PRIMARY INTEREST AND AFFECTION FOR WILDLIFE AND THE OUTDOORS.

EcoLoGIIjc: PRWMY CONCERN FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AS A SYSTEM, FOR INTER-

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN WILDLIFE SPECIES AND NAThRAL HABITATS.

HuMPtlsIJc: PRIMARY INTEREST AND STRONG AFFECTION FOR INDIVIDUAL ANIMALS,

PRINCIPALLY PETS,

'bRALISTiC: PRIMARY CONCERN FOR THE RIGHT AND WRONG TREAThENT OF ANIMALS,

WITH STRONG OPPOSITION TO EXPLOITATION OR CRUELTY TOWARDS

ANIMALS.

SCIENTISTIC: PRIMARY INTEREST IN THE PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES AND BIOLOGICAL

FUNCTIONING OF ANIMALS.

AESTHELL:* PRIMARY INTEREST IN ThE ARTISTIC AND SYMBOLIC CHARACTER-

ISTICS OF ANIMALS.

UT I LI TAR IAN:
PR I MARY CONCERN FOR THE PRACT I CAL AND MATER IAL VALUE OF

ANIMALS OR ThE ANIMAL'S HABITAT.

DoMINIoNjIiC.: PRIMARY INTEREST IN THE MASTERY AND CONTROL OF ANIMALS

TYPICALLY IN SPORTING SITUATIONS.

NEGATIVISTIC: PRIMARY ORIENTATION AN ACTIVE AVOIDANCE OF ANIMALS DUE TO

INDIFFERENCE) DISLIKE OR FEAR

* The aesthetic attitude was eliminated frun nost of Kellert 's results because

he found no adequate scale to rteasure the attitude.

Source: Kellert 1980.
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PPPENDIX 2

Postulated attitude occurrence, behavioral expressions, and values and
benefits of ten basic attitudes of Arrericans tard wildlife proposed
by Stephen R. Kellext.

Attitude

Naturalistic

Ecologistic

Humanistic

Moralistic

Scientistic

Aesthetic **

Utilitarian

Dominionisti c

Estimated % of
Amen can
Population
Strongly

Oriented Towards
the Attitude*

10%

I /0

35%

a/
I_LI lo

7 0/
3 /0

15%

20%

3%

Negativistic 2%

Neutralistic 35%

Common Behavioral Expressions

outdoor wildlife related re-
creation -- backcountry use,
nature birding and nature
hunting

conservation support, acti-
vism and membership, ecologi-
cal study

pets, wildlife tourism, casual
zoo vis'itation

animal welfare support/member-
ship, kindness to animals

scientific study/hobbies, col-
lecting

nature appreciation, art,
wildlife tourism

consumption of furs, raising
meat, bounties, meat hunting

nina1 spectator sports, tro-
phy hunting, animal training

cruelty, overt fear behavior

avoidance of animal behavior

Most Related
Values/Benefits

recreati onal

ecologi cal

companionship,
affective

ethical, existence

scientific

aesthetic

consumpti ye,

utilitarian

sporting

little or negative

little or negative

*Totals more than 100% as persons can be strongly oriented toward more than one

attitude.

** The aesthetic attitude was eliminated from rrDst of Kellertz' s results because
he found no adequate scale to rreasure the attitude.

1' The negativistic and neutralistic attitudes were corrbined under the single

attitude: negativistic.

Source: Kel lert and Berry 1980.
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APPENDIX 3

Specific days, hours of observation, and weather conditions for each of
the three sign situations at the Crater Lake National Park study site.
Weather observations are for Crater Lake National Park Headquarters, three
miles and 500 feet in elevation belc Rim Village.

No Signs

Day (Date) Hours of
Observation

Sky and Wind
Conditions

Maxinum
Temperature ( °F)

Tues (8-9) 1:00 pn - 4:00 pn clear, calm
Sun (8-14) 10:30 am - 1:30 zn clear, calm 74
Tues (8-16) 12 noon - 3:00 pn clear, calm 72
Fri (9-16) 12 noon - 6:00 pn clear, calm 72
Sat (9-17) 12 noon - 6:00 çzn clear, calm 67

Mean Max. Tarp. 71.6

Squirrel-Welfare Signs

Day (Date) Hours of Sky and Wind Maxirruirn

Observation Conditions Temperature ( OF)

Sun (8-21) 11:30 am - 5:30 pu clear, calm 62

Sun (8-28) 10:30 am - 4:30 pu clear, calm 63

Tues (8-30) 11:00 am - 5:00 put overcast, calm 48
Fri (9-9) 11:00 am - 5:00 pu clear, calm 45
Mon (9-12) 11:00 am - 5:00 put clear, calm 68

Mean Max. Temp. 57.2

Bubonic-Plague Signs

Day (Date) Hours of Sky and Wind Maxinurn
Observation Conditions Temperature ( °F)

Sat (9-3) 10:00 am - 4:00 put clear, calm 58
Sun (9-4) 10:00 am - 4:00 put clear, calm 66

Tues (9-6) 11:00 am - 5:00 pu clear, calm 69
Thurs (9-8) 10:00 am - 4:00 pu partly cloudy 61
Sun (9-11) 11:30 am - 5:30 pit clear, calm 60

Mean Max. Terrp. 62.8
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PP1NTflTY .

Total visitors, visitors eating, and squirrel feeders eating at the study
site in Crater Lake National Park. Five days of satp1ing under each sign
situation are included.

Signs

None
Squirrel Welfare
Bubonic Plague

Total

Visitors in Study Area

Nurtiber of Visitors Percent Visitors
Visitors Eating Eating

2,356 195 8.3

3,069 214 7.0

3,889 250 6.4

9,314 659 7.1
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APPENDIX 5

Food iten offered to the squirrels at the Crater Lake National Park
study site.

Food Item No. of Individuals Percent of Individuals
Offering Item Offering Item

Peanuts 120 20.5

Bread 92 15.8

Crackers 78 13.4

Popcorn 54 9.2

Ice Cream Cones 40 6.8

Sunflc'er Seeds 37 6.3

Potato Chips 28 4.8

Candy 27 4.6

Corn Chips 19 3.3

Cheerios 18 3.1

Cheetos 17 2.9

Pretzels 11 1.9

Cake 9 1.5

Gorp 9 1.5

Cookies 6 1.0

French Fries 4 0.7

Breadsticks 3 0.5

Apple 3 0.5

Other 9 1.5

Total 584 100.0
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Feeding parties taking pictures of the squirrels under the three sign
situations at the Crater Lake National Park study site.

Signs

Feeding Parties Taking Pictures

Number* Percent of
Total Feeders

None 44 36.4
Squirrel Welfare 42 45.2

Bubonic Plague 32 46.4

Total

N=283

118 41.7

* Twenty-seven squirrel feeders were not observed as to whether or not they

were taking pictures.
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APPENDIX 7

Participation in squirrel feeding by groups and individuals under each of
ti-iree different sign situations at the Crater Lake National Park study
site. *

Categories of Parties Signs Total
No. (%)

None Squirrel Bubonic
No. (%) Welfare Plague

NO. (%) No.(%)

Single Male Adult 4 (3.0) 1 (1.1) 2 (3.1) 7 (2.4)

Male Adult Group 0 (0.0) 2 (2.2) 1 (1.6) 3 (1.0)

Single Female Adult 6 (4.5) 6 (6.6) 3 (4.7) 15 (5.2)

Female Adult Group 1 (0.7) 3 (3.3) 3 (4.7) 7 (2.4)

Adult Couple, Aged 20-39 31 (23.1) 14 (15.4) 8 (12.5) 53 (18.3)

Adult Couple, Aged 40+ 6 (4.5) 6 (6.6) 5 (7.8) 17 (5.9)

Mixed Sex Adult Group
(More Than 2 Persons) 18 (13.4) 3 (3.3) 6 (9.4) 27 (9.3)

Adult(s) with Child
or Children 54 (40.3) 48 (52.7) 32 (50.0) 134 (46.4)

Single Male Child 4 (3.0) 3 (3.3) 3 (4.7) 10 (3.5)

Male Children's Group 1 (0.7) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (0.3)

Single Female Child 3 (2.2) 4 (4.4) 0 (0.0) 7 (2.4)

Female Children's Group 2 (1.5) 1 (1.1) 0 (0.0) 3 (1.0)

Mixed Sex Children Only 4 (3.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (1.6) 5 (1.7)

N=289

* Persons under 20 years of age were classified as children. Each group (noire

than one person) was characterized by all nenibers of a party, not just those
merrers who were feeding squirrels.


